Welcome to another of our Eberhard F. Mammen Award announcements. As noted previously,1–3 Thieme, the publisher of Seminars in Thrombosis & Hemostasis, has created the “Eberhard F. Mammen Excellence in Thrombosis and Hemostasis Awards” in honor of Eberhard Mammen (Fig. 1) and in recognition of his contribution to this field and to the journal that he founded and steered for over three decades. These awards began in 2009, under two categories; the current award details and conditions are as follows:

- **Most Popular Article Award**: Awarded to the authors of the most popular articles published in Seminars in Thrombosis & Hemostasis. The awards are determined by the Editor in Chief on the basis of user statistics from Thieme e-Journals from the preceding 2 years. Prefaces, Errata, Letters to the Editor, Editorials, and previous award winners are excluded from further consideration of these awards, which currently comprise two categories: one for “Open Access” articles and another for a “General Category.” There are two major cash prizes of US$1,000 for each category. In addition, winners of the “General Category” awards are granted “open access” status for these articles thereafter.

- **Young Investigator Award**: Best presentation or meeting abstract by a young investigator—as presented or delivered to an international or large regional meeting on a topic related to the fields of thrombosis and hemostasis, and whose subject matter is determined to be in the spirit of Dr. Mammen—up to six cash prizes of US$1,000 in any year. There are some additional considerations and conditions for the award, and awardees are expected to prepare a review or other paper related to the topic of their presentation (or as otherwise agreed) for publication in Seminars in Thrombosis & Hemostasis.

Further details of the awards and the award winners are posted online (<http://www.thieme.com/sth>), and previous award winner announcements are also available in print.4–14

The winners of the 2016 Eberhard F. Mammen awards for the most popular articles from Seminars in Thrombosis & Hemostasis for the period of 2014–2015 inclusive were announced in an earlier issue,14 and the awards for the most popular articles from Seminars in Thrombosis & Hemostasis for the period of 2015–2016 inclusive will be announced in the next issue of the journal.15 It is therefore with great pleasure that we would like to announce the winners of the latest round of Young Investigator Awards related to meetings held in the recent past. As this announcement has been delayed, being scheduled for late last year, there are actually more than six awardees, and so this announcement will cover both the 2016 awardees plus one 2017 awardee.

---

**Fig. 1** Eberhard F. Mammen (1930–2008).
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As mentioned previously, the Young Investigator Awards represent winners of the best presentation or meeting abstract by a young investigator—as presented or delivered to an international or large regional meeting on a topic related to the fields of thrombosis and hemostasis, and whose subject matter is determined to be in the spirit of Dr. Mammen. There are additional considerations given that the nominees’ presentations are not always seen by all of the possible award nominators, being drawn from the editorial team of the journal. The latest winners are identified below and also listed in Table 1. The awardees were derived from several meetings.

Soundarya Selvam (Fig. 2) is a graduate of the University of Western Ontario (BSc (Hon), 2014), and currently a doctoral candidate under the supervision of Dr. Paula James at Queen’s University. Her main research interests are von Willebrand factor regulation of angiogenesis and circulating endothelial progenitors in von Willebrand disease and cardiovascular disease. In addition to her research activities, Soundarya also supervises undergraduate students for their fourth-year thesis projects and is an enrichment studies unit instructor engaged in teaching elementary and high school students about human pathologies.

Vincent Muczynski (Fig. 3) graduated with his PhD from Paris-Sud University in 2011, focusing on the effects of endocrine disruptor exposure on the development of the reproductive function. Next, he moved to the field of hemostasis during a 4-year postdoctoral experience under the mentorship of Dr. Olivier Christophe. During this period, he investigated the mechanisms that regulate the clearance and protection of coagulation factor X. He has been an Invarion young investigator (since early 2016) in the laboratory of Dr. Cécile Denis. Under the supervision of Dr. Peter Lenting, he aims to help develop bioengineered therapeutic FVIII molecules as alternative options in the treatment of hemophilia A.

Karen Schreiber (Fig. 4) is a clinical research fellow at the Thrombosis and Haemostasis Centre, St Thomas’ Hospital, London. She graduated from Aarhus University in Denmark in 2008 and is currently undertaking her PhD, from the Universities of Copenhagen and London. Her main interests are thrombosis and pregnancy complications in antiphospholipid syndrome. Dr. Schreiber is a board member of the EMEUNET/EULAR, an international network of young rheumatologists; a member of the British Society for Rheumatology working group publishing guidelines on “prescribing anti-rheumatic drugs in pregnancy”; and is managing HYMATIA—a randomized clinical trial on the utility of hydroxychloroquine in mothers with antiphospholipid antibodies.

Adi J. Klii-Drori (Fig. 5) is a fellow at the Clinical Research Unit of the Jewish General Hospital in Montreal, Canada. He received his MD in 2007 from the Ruth and Bruce Rappaport Faculty of Medicine, Technion-Israel Institute of Technology. After completing internal medicine and hematology training at the Rambam Health Care Campus in Haifa, Israel, he spent...
2 years as a research fellow in clinical epidemiology at McGill University. He holds a Young Investigator Award from the American Society of Clinical Oncology and fellowship awards from the Israeli Cancer Research Foundation and the Canadian Venous Thromboembolism Clinical Trials and Outcome Research Network. His research focus is on drug outcomes in venous thrombosis and hematologic malignancies.

Lindsey George (►Fig. 6) is a hematologist at the Children’s Hospital of Philadelphia (CHOP) and Instructor of Pediatrics at the Perelman School of Medicine at the University of Pennsylvania in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. She completed a pediatric and chief residency at Weill Cornell Medical College and Hematology/Oncology training at CHOP. She initially pursued laboratory training at Dr. Katherine High studying hemophilia gene therapy and has continued basic science training in coagulation biochemistry under the mentorship of Dr. Rodney Camire. She is interested in developing novel therapeutics for hemophilia and is the principal investigator of adeno-associated virus (AAV)-mediated gene transfer trials for both hemophilia A and B.

Jasmine Tay (►Fig. 7) is a postdoctoral scientist and the corecipient of the 2015 Caruso Family Postdoctoral Research Fellowship at the West Australian Centre for Thrombosis and Haemostasis located in Murdoch University. She received her PhD from the UWA School of Pathology and Laboratory Medicine in 2013, which investigated the efficacy of androgens in the treatment of poor prognosis breast tumors. Jasmine has continued to pursue her interest in steroid hormone signaling in disease and joined Prof. Ross Baker’s Laboratory to study estrogen-regulated microRNAs associated with venous thrombosis during pregnancy and the role of circulating miRNAs in regulating hemostasis.
Ivar van Asten (Fig. 8) is a PhD student at the Department of Clinical Chemistry and Hematology at the University Medical Center Utrecht in the Netherlands. After his graduation in 2015, he started his PhD study on platelet function disorders and is part of the Thrombocytopathy in the Netherlands (TiN) study group. The main focus of his project is to improve the diagnostic workup in patients with (suspected) platelet function disorders and to identify new mechanisms that contribute to the patient’s bleeding phenotype.

All award winners were thrilled to hear that they had been selected to receive an Eberhard F. Mammen Young Investigator Award, and provided the following additional commentary:

It was with elated surprise and joy that I realized I had been nominated and acknowledged for the 2016 Eberhard F. Mammen Young Investigator Award. This award recognizes a truly collaborative effort and could not have come to fruition without the contributions of Dr. Mackenzie Bowman and Lara Casey. I would also like to extend my gratitude to my supervisor, Dr. Paula James, for giving me the opportunity to explore my research interests in her lab and for her unwavering support.

— Soundarya Selvam (Fig. 2)

I am deeply honored to be a recipient of a 2016 Eberhard F. Mammen Young Investigator Award. Beyond the individual recognition, this nomination acknowledges the team effort of all my colleagues in our laboratory. On a daily basis, they are essential actors of the scientific contribution that we attempt to make to the dynamic field of Thrombosis and Haemostasis. I am grateful to them.

— Vincent Muczynski (Fig. 3)

I am very excited and honored to have received an Eberhard F. Mammen Young Investigator Award. It is with deepest appreciation that I express my thanks for being chosen to receive this prestigious award. My presentation was an introduction to our “HYPATIA study”, which will investigate the role of hydroxychloroquine in pregnant women with antiphospholipid syndrome. This award recognizes not just my efforts, but the efforts of my team and in particular my supervisor Prof. Beverley Hunt who is a true inspiration!

— Karen Schreiber (Fig. 4)
### Table 2  Young Investigator Awardees from previous years
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<td></td>
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</table>
I am thrilled and honored to join a prestigious list of recipients of this award. Our study on the risk of major bleeding with low-molecular-weight-heparins (LMWH) for venous thromboembolism in dialysis patients highlights a vulnerable population with a unique set of bleeding and thrombotic risks. It also reports on real-world utilization of LMWH in this population despite a perceived contraindication, warranting further investigation. I would like to thank my mentor Dr. Vicky Tagalakis for her inspiration and support, and to acknowledge the CanVECTOR Network for the opportunity to be part of a world-class thrombosis research collaboration.

— Adi J. Klil-Drori (Fig. 5)

I deeply appreciate this award. It was an honor to present the preliminary results of SPK-9001, a Phase I/II trial of adeno-associated virus mediated factor IX gene transfer for hemophilia B, at the American Society of Hematology scientific plenary. This study builds on two decades of pre-clinical and clinical investigation of gene therapy for hemophilia led by Dr. Katherine High and represents the cumulative efforts of a large group of talented investigators.

— Lindsey George (Fig. 6)

It was an incredible surprise to be nominated, and a huge honour to have received the award. This award supports our research investigating microRNAs contributing to pregnancy-associated acquired Protein S deficiency and thrombotic risk, and helps to showcase some of the work being carried out at the Western Australian Centre for Thrombosis and Haemostasis (WACTH) in Murdoch University. I would like to take this opportunity to acknowledge my supervisor Prof. Ross Baker and all my colleagues at WACTH for their ongoing support and contribution to this work.

— Jasmine Tay (Fig. 7)

I am absolutely honored being rewarded for one of the Eberhard F. Mammen awards. It feels great that our efforts are being appreciated and it gives extra motivation to move on with our research to improve platelet function diagnostics. I would like to thank all the coauthors for their contributions and special thanks to my supervisors Dr. Rolf Urbanus and Prof. Roger Schutgens.

— Ivar van Asten (Fig. 8)

In keeping with previous editorials, I have again reviewed the Young Investigator Awardees from previous years as well as the outcome of their subsequent submissions to *Seminars in Thrombosis & Hemostasis*, and as summarized in Table 2. I previously mentioned my personal gratification that most of the articles from earlier years have subsequently appeared in several annual top 100 listings,9,10,12,14,44 Of further interest, one of these articles actually won one of the Most Popular Awards in 2014 (within the “Open Access” category) and based on the “most popular” 2012–2013 list.21 Also motivating is that a few of the Young Investigator awardees were also included as authors on other contributions to *Seminars in Thrombosis & Hemostasis* that were also listed in these most popular listings, including another 2014 Most Popular Award winner,45

These findings act to validate the Young Investigator award process, and I look forward to seeing their careers continue to develop. These findings also suggest that future Young Investigator Awardees have very high bars established, and I wish them the best of luck to exceed the precedence set by earlier awardees.

I would like, as always, to congratulate the current Young Investigator Awardees for their awards, and will also take the opportunity to thank previous Young Investigator Awardees for their contributions; these have obviously been well received by readers of this journal. I look forward to reading, and monitoring the future popularity, of the contributions from the latest group of Young Investigators!
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